Royal Sovereign Adds Entry Level Calenders To Their Dye Sublimation Line Up.
Rockleigh New Jersey – April 1st, 2017 – Royal Sovereign International is pleased to announce the
newest addition to their Dye Sublimation Calender line-up, the LX-130. The LX-130 is a 45” Entry Level
Piece-To-Roll Calender with a 10” diameter infra-red drum. Roya Sovereign will debut the LX-130 during
the International Sign Expo taking place at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center, April 20th through April
22nd,, 2017.
A scaled down 45” version of the PX-180 65” Piece-To-Roll Infra-Red Calender, the LX-130 still maintains
a 10” Infra-Red heated drum, capable reaching a transfer rate of 2.6 feet per minute based on a 30
second dwell time. With the included table designed for piece or piece to roll transfer, operators will
quickly outpace the production rate of a clamshell, swing-away or shuttle heat press. Three unwinding
shafts and 3 rewinding shafts also provide the versatility to perform roll to roll transfer.
“Dye Sublimation is on the rise, and many first-time operators are looking for an affordable way to
enter the market.” said Carl Hoffman, Director of Graphics Sales. “The LX-130 is a low-cost calender
solution, that does not sacrifice quality.”
Royal Sovereign will also offer a Roll-To-Roll version of the Entry Level Calender, the EX-130, complete
with a 10” diameter Infra-Red Drum designed for under the drum feeding. With the newest additions to
the calender line-up, Royal Sovereign is now able to offer over 40 variations of dyes sublimation
calenders ranging from the entry level 45” units with a 10” drum to commercial volume producing 122”
units with 34” oil filled drums. With the addition of the universal SpectrumDS Flex and tacky adhesive
SpectrumDS Active transfer paper (both available in 44” & 64” width in 70 or 90 gsm varieties), Royal
Sovereign is quickly becoming a North American leader in Dye Sublimation.
About Royal Sovereign - Royal Sovereign International, Inc. is celebrating over 30 years of continued
success as a leading manufacturer and distributor of print finishing products. The company supports
customers in more than 100 countries around the world from its corporate headquarters in Rockleigh,
New Jersey and from its global sales offices, distribution centers, and manufacturing facilities. Royal
Sovereign is highly invested in developing innovative technologies with a commitment to provide the
utmost in customer satisfaction.
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